
Future Generation Computer Systems 13 (1997) 1-2Guest editorialFGCS Special Issue on Smart CardsP.H. HartelDepartment of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton Southampton, UKA smart card is a small computer with a number of interesting properties. Asmart card is reliable and inexpensive, and it is packaged in the same way as acredit card. This makes it feasible to distribute smart cards to millions of users.A smart card is a programmable computer, and thus o�ers exibility. Finally, asmart card can protect data from unauthorised access. These properties makesmart cards suitable for a staggering number of uses in every day life. Thisissue provides a perspective on the state of the art for this exciting technology.This issue contains an invited paper and a selection of the papers presentedat the second international conference on Smart Card Research and AdvancedApplications (CARDIS). The conference was held in Amsterdam, The Nether-lands, September 16{18, 1996. The �rst CARDIS conference was held in Lille,France in November 1994. Both conferences were well attended: 60 partici-pants came to Lille and Amsterdam attracted 90.The invited paper by Quisquater presents the past and present of smart cardresearch and indicates possible avenues for its future. The thesis of the paperis that smart cards are in their adolescence. There is good hope that thetechnology will mature and come to full bloom, but more research is neededto achieve this.The �rst two regular papers present novel ideas for the future use of smartcards. The paper by Schneier and Kelsey uses cryptology to certify outcomesof programs. This might ultimately make it possible to bill for software usage.The paper by Alexandre discusses biometric authentication based on the dif-ferences in the way people type on computer keyboards. This form of biometryis probably more acceptable than most other forms of biometrics.The next three papers describe advances in the theory and practice of smartcards. The paper by Dhem and Quisquater describes di�erent approaches tocompressing information that is to be processed by a smart card. Compres-sion is highly relevant for the severely resource constrained smart card. In thepaper by Alberda et al an example is given of how formal methods can beused to reason about a programming language used to construct a trustworthysmart card operating system. In the paper by Hollmann et al an applicationof statistically analysing data obtained from monitoring the hardware is dis-1



cussed. This study, on a possible form of attack, increases our understandingof methods to better protect smart cards.The last two papers deal with the environment in which smart cards operate.Domingo-Ferrer discusses how a client server approach helps to securely o�oadcompute intensive operations. The paper by Biget et al discusses how objectorientation and the CORBA architecture may help to provide a distributedenvironment for smart cards.On behalf of the CARDIS programme committee we thank all those who sub-mitted papers. We thank the referees for their careful work in the reviewingand selection process.Pieter H. Hartel, SouthamptonJanuary 1997
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